Optical detection systems using immobilized aptamers.
Advances in the development and the applications of optical biosensing systems based on immobilized aptamers are presented. These nucleic acid sequences have been used as new molecular recognition elements to develop heterogeneous assays, biosensors and microarrays. Among different detection modes that have been employed, optical ones which are described here are among the most used. Since their first report in 1996, numerous optical detection systems using aptamers and mainly based on fluorescence have been developed. Two main approaches have been used: label-based (using fluorophore, luminophore, enzyme, nanoparticles) or aptamer label-free detection systems (e.g. surface plasmon resonance, optical resonance). Most methods are based on a labeling approach. Some targets can be optically detected using not only colorimetry, chemiluminescence or the most developed fluorescence mode but also more recent non conventional optical methods such as surface plasmon-coupled directional emission (SPCDE). The first SPCDE-based aptasensor for thrombin detection has recently been reported in 2009. Aptasensors based on surface-enhanced Raman scattering spectroscopy (SERS) which presents advantages compared to fluorescence have also been described. Different label-free techniques have recently been shown to be suitable for developing performant aptasensors or aptamer-based microarrays, such as surface plasmon resonance (SPR), diffraction grating, evanescent-field-coupled (EFC) waveguide-mode, optical resonance or Brewster angle straddle interferometry (BASI). Important advances have been realized on optical aptamer-based detection systems that appear as highly efficient devices with enormous potential.